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the gradual influence of law and peace and trade and
literature. Laws which in the earlier time the best men
had probably found it hard to keep could now serve only
as a curb upon the worst. The disciples of Moses were
subject to lawless passions which they could not control,
and the fiercest ebullitions of which seemed to them venial,
misfortunes rather than crimes. Self-restraint of any kind
was to them a new and hard lesson- They listened with
awe to the inspired teacher who taught them not to covet
their neighbour's wife or property ; and when they were
commanded not to commit murder, they wondered doubt-
less by what art, by what contrivance., it might be possible
to put a bridle on the thing called anger—' anger which
far sweeter than trickling drops of honey rises in the bosom
of a man like smoke.' But how much was all this changed!
If one like Paul had gone to a Christian teacher after the
new enthusiasm of humanity had been excited in him, and
asked for instruction in morality, would it have satisfied
him to be told that he must abstain from committing
murder and robbery ? These laws, to be sure, were not
obsolete, but the better class of men had been raised to
an elevation of goodness at which they were absolutely
unassailable by temptations to commit them. Their moral
sense required a different training, far more advanced
instruction. It is true that in the later books of the Old
Testament there might be found a morality considerably
more advanced, but through the life and example of Christ
the humblest of his followers was advanced a long stage
beyond even this. No one who had felt, however feebly,
the Christian enthusiasm could fail to find even in Deut-
'eronorny and Isaiah something narrow, antiquated, and
insufficient fgr his needs.

